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Executive Summary 
■ New research from InfluenceMap has tracked intensive lobbying by EU trade associations 

representing finance and industry, on the taxonomy process. The aim of this lobbying has been to 

water down this key pillar of the European Union’s sustainable finance policy, which is designed 

to establish a framework for classifying sustainable investment. This may jeopardize the European 

Commission's plan to fight false and misleading sustainability claims by the private sector, at a 

time when genuine impact is needed from finance on key issues like climate change. 

■ InfluenceMap's research also assessed 50 of the largest financial groups in Europe, finding only a 

small group of companies (led by Aviva, Groupe BPCE, BNP Paribas, BBVA, AXA and Allianz) to 

have actively and transparently supported the taxonomy.  Most companies (37 out of 50) have 

either not engaged directly with the taxonomy or have not engaged with the taxonomy 

transparently.  15 of these financial groups made only ‘top-line’ supportive statements. Despite 

this, nearly all (49 out of 50) retain memberships to EU trade associations that have lobbied 

against a progressive or stringent approach to the taxonomy.  

■ InfluenceMap’s analysis of the taxonomy lobbying process involved the examination of publicly 

available disclosures across seven data categories (websites and position papers, social media, 

CDP disclosures, regulatory disclosures (i.e. consultations), media reporting, CEO communications 

and financial disclosures). It is possible that companies and trade associations will have engaged 

in ways that cannot be captured by such disclosures. However, the assessment of the 72 entities 

involved the scoring of hundreds of evidence pieces, logged online, and aggregated using an 

algorithm to derive metrics indicative of corporate and trade association behavior towards the 

taxonomy process.  

■ EU trade associations representing the finance sector, led by the European Fund and Asset 

Management Association (EFAMA), the Association for Financial Markets in Europe (AFME), the 

European Banking Federation (EBF) and EuropeanIssuers, have pushed for a voluntary approach 

to the taxonomy, restricted only to products marketed as sustainable.  While opposing a ‘brown’ 

taxonomy, financial sector lobby groups have pushed against a strict classification approach for 

green investments, instead advocating for potentially less stringent methods for assessing 

sustainability based on relative market performance or ‘in-transition’ activities. 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-fa0af58dde7b53ece1fcef73945e3908
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-d1a71b3d8fcd63af9c083e96e9c533a2
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-4ea386ef4bee67f665eda4d85a14df13
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-2d2302e046e2fb996adbeebc4484fa3c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-356e1a4889f69b4f58cfd7a133e96268
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-60c40080f2ea43f8ab5404b2f8065f5a
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■ The taxonomy has also faced heavy lobbying by EU trade associations representing industry - 

particularly the gas and nuclear sectors - keen to ensure their products are classified as green. Oil 

and gas sector groups Eurogas, GasNaturally, the International Association of Oil and Gas 

Producers and FuelsEurope, have all lobbied the policy, pushing to weaken climate criteria to 

include economic activities like unabated natural gas combustion.  In November 2019, financial 

sector trade associations AFME and EBF aligned themselves with the gas sector's positions, 

advocating for weaker climate criteria for electricity production to ensure the inclusion of natural 

gas under a ‘green’ taxonomy.  

■ The policy has also seen opposition from international business trade associations, seemingly 

concerned at the global implications of an ambitious EU taxonomy.  The Japan Business 

Federation (Keidanren) released a highly oppositional position paper in September 2019 

suggesting the taxonomy could “(destabilize) international financial markets.” International 

financial trade association, the Institute of International Finance (IIF), has also engaged with the 

European Commission, arguing against what it calls "very ambitious and potentially unrealistic 

criteria… particularly for the production of electricity from hydropower and gas combustion.” 

 

 

 

 
  

https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-abe8ccc883441179084709489301f7eb
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-53678541aacb928542a6aaa9e1fe3c9e
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-b08fd6159228dc84349f28c01e6655e2
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-b08fd6159228dc84349f28c01e6655e2
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-ecc586c5589c7fe9bc2fa7431eb50c3f
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-e192c2575b40fed2ab6af5f0cf9e0066
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-49de061708dab23241e318ec30e29ff2
https://influencemap.org/score/Japan-Business-Federation-Keidanren-Q4-D1-d0de954a0bc7e9c0fc788510211243ae
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-0045f4d97a07e2331ece8b93a6470903
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Glossary 
 

AFME  Association for Financial Markets in Europe 

AIMA  Alternative Investment Management Association 

CEFIC  European Chemical Industry Council 

CEPI  Confederation of European Paper Industries 

EBF  European Banking Federation 

EFAMA  European Fund and Asset Management Association 

HLEG  High Level Expert Group 

IIF  Institute of International Finance 

IOGP  International Association of Oil & Gas Producers 

MiFID                  Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 

RED                      Renewable Energy Directive 

TEG  Technical Expert Group 
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Background 
In 2015, InfluenceMap established a systematic platform for tracking, assessing, and scoring 

corporate and industry lobbying on climate change policy.  In 2019-2020, InfluenceMap expanded this 

platform to assessing influence over the EU's sustainable finance policy streams. 

This report is the first in a series and deals with recent developments in Europe regarding the 

sustainable finance taxonomy.  InfluenceMap is in the process of expanding this project to cover a 

range of sustainable finance policy areas globally, including mandatory climate disclosures, ESG labels, 

and benchmarks, as well as the integration of sustainability factors into various pre-existing policy 

areas including consumer protection rules and prudential regulation. 

Previous research has shown the scale of lobbying apparatus the financial sector has in play in 

Europe.  In 2012, UK-based investigative researchers, The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, found 

129 finance sector organizations actively engaged in the UK policymaking processes.  In 2014, 

Corporate European Observatory found that the post-financial-crisis EU regulatory framework had 

been lobbied by over 700 organizations linked to the financial sector.  Subsequent research by the 

same group has tracked a string of European policy outcomes that have been shaped by EU financial 

trade association lobbying.   

During the development of the EU Capital Markets Union in 2015, itself an attempt to address some 

of the flaws in European financial markets exposed by the 2008 crash and the following Eurozone 

debt crises, the need to likewise address the widening gap in needed low-carbon and sustainable 

finance was raised.  A High-Level Expert Group on Sustainable Finance (HLEG) was set up in 2016.  The 

HLEG’s final recommendations in 2018 highlighted the need for “no less than a transformation of the 

entire financial system” to deal with the challenges raised by climate change, and the European 

Commission launched its Action Plan on Sustainable Finance to start integrating sustainability into 

financial policy in March 2018.    

One of the central components of the Action Plan was the need to develop a sustainable finance 

taxonomy to provide a common, science-based language to identify economic activities that 

contribute to achieving the EU’s sustainability goals.  This structure is needed to underpin many other 

elements of the EU’s sustainable finance policy framework, including green bond standards, 

corporate disclosure of climate-related information, and it may also underpin new sustainability-

focused prudential regulation.  

  

https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/stories/2012-07-09/get-the-data-the-bureaus-financial-lobby-database
https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/stories/2012-07-09/get-the-data-the-bureaus-financial-lobby-database
https://corporateeurope.org/en/financial-lobby/2018/09/how-financial-lobby-won-battle-brussels
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The EU Taxonomy  
Despite being a cornerstone of the EU’s sustainable finance policy program, the development of the 

taxonomy has been delayed, and it is now the last major legislative proposal from the EU’s initial 

action plan package to reach an agreement between the European Parliament and Council.   

Following the EU processes for financial regulation, the taxonomy is going through the first two 

institutional stages: ‘level 1’, where the Commission proposes and the Parliament and Council agree 

on the framework principles of the legislation; and ‘level 2’, where the technical details are overseen 

by the Commission.   

 

There has been significant opportunity for input and lobbying by companies and trade associations at 

multiple stages in the development of the taxonomy as the policy has passed through different EU 

institutions, demonstrated by the diagram above. The colored arrows demonstrate the various 

opportunities for corporate engagement throughout the process. The development of the taxonomy 

has been highly contentious, with disagreements falling into two broad categories, reflecting the 

policy process described above:  

■ Conceptual arguments around ‘level 1’ regulation:  concerning the form the taxonomy should 

take, in particular between a stringent and binary ‘green’ taxonomy for financial products 

marketed as sustainable and a more granular ‘brown-to-green’ taxonomy covering all financial 

products.  The creation of a ‘brown’ taxonomy to define unsustainable activities, either within a 

‘brown-to-green’ taxonomy or as a complement to a ‘green’ taxonomy, has proved particularly 

controversial.  Further points of contention are the focus on developing a ‘green’ taxonomy, how 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/financial-reforms-and-their-progress/regulatory-process-financial-services/regulatory-process-financial-services_en
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and when this could be expanded to cover social and governance issues, and whether the 

taxonomy should be mandatory. 

 

■ Technical arguments around ‘level 2’ regulation:  concerning which activities should be included 

in the taxonomy, the process of determining this, and associated thresholds/criteria.  These 

disputes in this area have been largely industry-specific, with a focus on the appropriate 

thresholds to define sustainable activities.   

 

Analysis of data from the EU Transparency Register suggests a concerted effort by the finance sector 

to shape the policy conceptually during ‘level 1’ of the taxonomy’s development.  The graph below 

plots European Commission meetings with stakeholders over the taxonomy since 2017, showing a 

large increase in engagement around the time of the launch of the Sustainable Finance Action Plan by 

the Commission, which peaks when the legislative package, which includes the taxonomy, was 

adopted in May 20181.   

In May 2018, the Commission's Sustainable Finance Action plan settled on a framework for the 

taxonomy focused on classifying which activities are (rather than are not) environmentally 

sustainable.  To qualify as sustainable, an activity must make a substantial contribution to one of six 

environmental goals (climate mitigation, climate adaptation, sustainable water & marine use, circular 

 
1 Information on meetings from EU Integrity Watch https://www.integritywatch.eu/, which collects data from the official EU Transparency 
Register. 

https://www.integritywatch.eu/
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economy, pollution prevention, and healthy ecosystems) while doing “no significant harm” to any of 

the others.  

At the same time, work on ‘level 2’ of the taxonomy regulation was initiated by the Commission with 

the formation of the Technical Expert Group (TEG).  The TEG - which contains 35 members drawn 

from civil society, academia, business, and the finance sector - was given a mandate to begin 

developing technical criteria, beginning with the first objective: climate mitigation.    

Throughout 2019, this issue has become a high priority to various industrial sector lobbyists 

increasingly concerned with ensuring that these thresholds favor their sector’s products.   The graph 

below shows the industry sectors of respondents to the TEG’s consultation on its first-round climate 

change mitigation criteria, indicating some of the most engaged industry sectors, including electricity 

and gas, manufacturing, and agriculture, forestry and fishing. 
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Results 
InfluenceMap has analyzed the positions and engagement of the 50 largest financial groups in 

Europe, along with 10 financial trade associations to assess the level of support for a progressive 

taxonomy.  InfluenceMap has also analyzed 12 industry trade associations found to be actively 

engaged with the legislative progress of the taxonomy.  

Methodology  
InfluenceMap’s methodology covers seven publicly available data sources, searching for evidence of 

engagement and corporate positioning since 2017.  This evidence has been scored with reference to 

each organization’s support or opposition to an ambitious, science-based taxonomy. We deploy 

InfluenceMap’s matrix software to weight these different pieces of evidence, producing two key 

metrics: 
■ The Total Score expresses how supportive or oppositional the organization is towards the policy 

area within the scope of the study, i.e. the EU's taxonomy process in this case. 

 

■ The Engagement Intensity expresses the intensity of this lobbying activity, whether positive or 

negative. This metric measures the quantity and strength of the evidence captured in the data 

sources analyzed. It further incorporates data points such as the number of meetings each 

organization has with the Commission on the taxonomy, along with membership of expert 

groups, derived when available from EU transparency data 

Results of the Analysis 

The quadrant chart below plots the results of InfluenceMap’s analysis for the 50 companies (blue) and 

22 trade associations (grey) included in the analysis.  Financial groups in the top right are actively 

supporting the development of the taxonomy, whereas those on the left have lobbied against such a 

progressive and stringent policy. Organizations in the lower quadrants have been less actively 

engaged over the entire period of the analysis from 2017.    
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For reference, the green asterisk demonstrates the taxonomy position proposed by progressive MEPs 

and supported by civil society groups throughout 2019.   Highlighted in red are trade associations 

from the gas and nuclear sectors.  Reporting has suggested a spike in lobbying from these groups in 

recent months that has likely not be picked up in our analysis, which relies on publicly available data 

sources, due to limited transparency around lobbying at the EU Parliament and EU council members.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.finance-watch.org/publication/open-letter-to-european-parliamentarians-on-the-taxonomy-regulation/
https://www.responsible-investor.com/home/article/greenwash_thousands_back_petition_complaining_fund_managers_are_at_absolute/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/energy-environment/news/gas-industry-storms-into-eu-green-finance-taxonomy-debate/
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The Finance Sector 

 
■ A small group of companies (led by Aviva, Groupe BPCE, BNP Paribas, BBVA, AXA and Allianz) have 

actively and transparently supported the taxonomy. Aviva plc and Groupe BPCE have, for 

example, both notably supporting a ‘brown-green’ taxonomy.   On the other hand, only three 

financial groups (JPMorgan Chase, UBS Group and Invesco) appear only to have expressed 

positions unsupportive of an ambitious taxonomy (albeit in a limited way), each cautioning 

against an overly stringent approach. 

 

■ Most financial groups assessed (37 out of 50) have either not engaged directly with the taxonomy 

or not engaged with the taxonomy transparently, with 15 of these making only ‘top-line’ 

supportive statements. Despite this, nearly all (49 out of 50) the companies retain memberships 

to EU trade associations that have lobbied against a progressive and stringent approach to the 

policy.   

 

■ Commonly expressed areas of concern about the taxonomy by the finance sector have included 

how it might impact other sustainable investing approaches, as well as practical concerns around 

implementation.  However, a common theme of trade group responses appears to have been an 

aversion to regulatory intervention and a preference for a voluntary approach for determining 

sustainable investments.  

 

Opposition to a progressive framework for the taxonomy by EU financial trade groups are found to fall 

into two general categories: 

 

■ Lobbying to restrict the taxonomy’s scope: Throughout the ‘level 1’ process, EU trade groups 

(AIMA, Investment Association, Invest Europe, Insurance Europe, EFAMA) lobbied for the use of 

the taxonomy to remain voluntary, rather than mandatory. Similar groups further pushed for the 

taxonomy’s scope to be restricted to products marketed as sustainable (AFME, AIMA, Insurance 

Europe). The most forceful engagement, however, has been strong opposition to expanding the 

system to also classify ‘brown’ activities (AFME, EBF, EFAMA, EuropeanIssuers, Insurance Europe, 

PensionsEurope) 

 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-fbd98826a72ee6e970e1902270079dc0
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7fe79573d79c3ec47007e2df49384c3c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-4e9f16e08c40a91e23b95283c121c28f
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-2556ea21de49e4e46f886c553b112cf9
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-81cb0f06435789dbcd14460cf5928b59
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-2b19e4f059bec418e7b69125118c5a50
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-367a16b8bd58be9ee00b6458e7a0e420
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-fa0af58dde7b53ece1fcef73945e3908
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-d3918206d4176078bc4b0238c1e65d6c
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-4948b773fbab4c4c5ee26f73db8da216
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-73aaf68a84bc7c7fe70b59bd2faf692c
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-c5c2007644a55658195815b4643e1b01
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-d1a71b3d8fcd63af9c083e96e9c533a2
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-c70bd73b1e67b2edef435901bbd9ec1a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-e4408ade0ed2d76af8606e705993f09c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-e4408ade0ed2d76af8606e705993f09c
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-2d8de4411d0ea7ec7e7e54be2e2f1882
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-4ea386ef4bee67f665eda4d85a14df13
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-ec60c640c184f648d95ac7f9af1abdce
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-4d1080d2d7cf862ef2b81b559f8c0fcd
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-88fec169e575a42afb8df148d60a1cdb
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-9139f5fe45d91b1d7122569132360c6e
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■ Lobbying to weaken the taxonomy's stringency:  At the same time, trade associations have been 

very vocal in opposing a ‘prescriptive’ approach to classifying sustainable economic activities with 

strict, science-based thresholds  (AFME, EFAMA, PensionsEurope, IIF, EuropeanIssuers, EBF), 

promoting a principles based approach instead, often based on relative performance within 

sectors and economic activities.  Groups including PensionsEurope, EFAMA and AFME have also 

promoted the inclusion of ‘in-transition’ activities, an approach that could potentially incorporate 

a wider range of activities as ‘green’ via less stringent criteria. 

 

In the run-up to the trialogue negotiations in November 2019, a number of the financial trade groups, 

including AFME, EFAMA and Insurance Europe, have supported a position adopted by the Council to 

delay the taxonomy’s implementation.  Certain financial trade associations have also engaged with 

the ‘level 2’ discussion on technical classification criteria: 

 

■ Lobbying to weaken specific climate thresholds:  AFME, EBF and IIF have, in 2019, also explicitly 

engaged with ‘level 2’ of the taxonomy process, lobbying for the thresholds for the production of 

electricity to be increased from 100gCO2e/kWh to 350-420 gC02e/kWh in order to accommodate 

natural gas under a ‘green’ taxonomy.  EBF has further advocated for the inclusion of “sustainable 

transport” for fossil fuels and alignment of agriculture and forestry standards with less stringent 

REDII criteria.  

 

Industry and Energy Sectors 
EU energy and industry sector trade associations have become increasingly active on the taxonomy as 

it has progressed, seeking to ensure that it does not exclude products from their sectors.  The most 

significant lobbies are highlighted below. 

■ The Oil & Gas Sector: Four major trade associations representing the Oil & Gas sector have 

engaged with the taxonomy, lobbying for the inclusion of natural gas in the taxonomy 

(GasNaturally, IOGP, Eurogas), as well as suggesting some fossil fuel infrastructure should be 

eligible (FuelsEurope). FuelsEurope, for example, has argued that “no threshold should be put on 

the amount of fossil fuels used,” and IOGP suggested that “any investments in gas related 

projects should be considered as sustainable,” as well as to suggest “’climate neutral’ 

energy…should be replaced with ‘cleaner’ or ‘low-emission’” and “‘enabling decarbonization’ with 

‘enabling a low-carbon scenario’”.  

https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-53199663f96a21bcc93103e91f76f13f
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-fcc0c04cb794189737e1c1e93e5e0736
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-47616e9c87ac8d79ac2ff4dc01cf63df
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-91b86c790d81ca363f13cfce035c1079
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-356e1a4889f69b4f58cfd7a133e96268
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-2d2302e046e2fb996adbeebc4484fa3c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-aba6a2e4e2eb47d110e577b25a4a277a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-d4f7f68ecdf263238f6eed2fbf6667ab
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-60c40080f2ea43f8ab5404b2f8065f5a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-cb496dfeae598400ebb45c1ae189bdd5
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-e1010f38f3d4a5c91d77af0b491f7e09
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-3237a65b0ea883357028a7017d1d9604
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-e192c2575b40fed2ab6af5f0cf9e0066
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-49de061708dab23241e318ec30e29ff2
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-0045f4d97a07e2331ece8b93a6470903
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-53678541aacb928542a6aaa9e1fe3c9e
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-b08fd6159228dc84349f28c01e6655e2
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-abe8ccc883441179084709489301f7eb
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-ecc586c5589c7fe9bc2fa7431eb50c3f
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■ The Nuclear Sector:  EU trade group Foratom has pushed back against the initial exclusion of 

nuclear by the TEG under the ‘do no significant harm’ provision.   The group has argued against 

what it considers an inconsistent application of the criteria via consultation with the TEG in 

February 2019 and via the media in September 2019.  

■ Heavy Industry: Lobbying from the heavy industrial sector has pushed for weaker thresholds for 

industrial processes, including Eurofer pushing against the use of EU-ETS benchmarks, whilst 

Eurometaux and CEFIC argued for a lenient approach by emphasizing the importance of their 

activities for the transition.  Cross-sector industry group BusinessEurope lobbied MEPs at the EU 

Parliament level against progressive ‘level 1’ amendments in March 2019. 

■ Other industry associations representing the bioenergy, agriculture and forestry industries have 

also released statements pushing for more lenient thresholds, arguing that alignment with 

existing REDII regulation is more important than the science-based criteria set out by the 

TEG.  CEPI and Eurelectric also took this position in feedback to the TEG. Furthermore, in 

feedback to the TEG, SolarPower Europe advocated for a rigorous approach for thresholds for the 

climate mitigation criteria, while arguing that the ‘do no significant harm’ criteria were too 

stringent. 

■ International Industry Groups concerned at the taxonomy’s global implications have also lobbied 

against a progressive taxonomy. The Japan Business Federation (Keidanren) released a highly 

oppositional position paper in September 2019, suggesting the taxonomy could “(destabilize) 

international financial markets”, opposing a ‘brown’ taxonomy, and arguing against “arbitrarily 

eliminating specific economic activities” like fossil fuels from a ‘green’ taxonomy.  

 
  

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-832251a26ca85c102fcdbb219d60106d
https://influencemap.org/score/FORATOM-Q4-D5-df8aafdff89c3d768e0c94665d049a2d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-290f6ad7734d78bb6ee8a25d42040188
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-eb626c3ab4b328cf40bec696a1b60fe9
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-47e1ce34e066fe75ad5e1a05414670e7
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-ffc4f5cd11332c00f41a3f11387809ee
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-f67f87eb75a2d729f2d28e774808323b
https://content.influencemap.org/evidence/-08e53f7f7b4b21b600f3a0574a10f794
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-0c6fd5d59c373985a08549d24ca14afd
https://influencemap.org/score/SolarPower-Europe-Q4-D4-efe4581636924d796b87e21ec7d34fc9
https://influencemap.org/score/Japan-Business-Federation-Keidanren-Q4-D1-d0de954a0bc7e9c0fc788510211243ae
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Conclusions 
The final report of the High-level Expert Group (HLEG) on Sustainable Finance recommended “no less 

than a transformation of the entire financial system” to achieve the Paris Climate goals.  A 

cornerstone of the European Commission's response to this challenge, the sustainable finance 

taxonomy was planned as a classification system to remove ambiguity on what counts as sustainable 

and re-orientate the market to achieve the Paris goals, among other sustainability challenges.  The 

taxonomy will potentially inform a range of other key policy areas, including EU green bond 

standards, consumer advice rules under MiFIDII, prudential regulation, climate disclosures and 

benchmarks.   

 

Trialogue negotiations on the final framework of the taxonomy between the European Commission, 

Parliament and Council are ongoing and will continue into 2020 if an agreement is not reached in the 

final sessions of the Finnish presidency in early December. As the Council and Parliament attempt to 

find a compromise between their contrasting stances, political lobbying looks like it may play a key 

role in setting the scope of taxonomy, affecting how widely applicable and binding it is. The TEG is 

also expected to release its final report before the end of the year, setting out criteria for activities 

which make a substantial contribution to climate change mitigation in line with its current mandate 

from the European Commission.  

 

EU trade associations representing the finance sector have engaged heavily on the taxonomy since it 

was first proposed.  Despite making high-level statements supporting the taxonomy, the majority of 

EU financial trade associations have pushed to scale-back and water down the policy.  This is in 

addition to increasingly intense pressure from vested interests from sectors such as the gas industry 

in the run-up to the final negotiations on the taxonomy’s framework.  Efforts to influence the 

taxonomy by finance and industry lobbyists have risked moving the taxonomy process away from a 

stringent and science-based attempt to define what activities count as sustainable, towards one 

shaped by forces with clear vested interests over the results of this process.  
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Appendix: The Finance Sector and its Trade Groups  
EU financial trade associations appear to have engaged more actively and negatively than their 
member companies on the taxonomy.  The table below demonstrates the relationships (represented 
by shading within the table) between the financial trade associations and the top 20 financial groups 
in terms of the strength of their relationships with these trade associations.  
 

■ JPMorgan Chase and UBS Group, both of whom have had limited if transparent engagement with 
the taxonomy, appear to be negatively positioned towards an ambitious policy and retain 
significant connections to trade groups that have more actively lobbied against a progressive 
approach to the policy.  For example, JPMorgan Chase holds board-level positions in EFAMA, 
AFME and IIF.  UBS Group also has board-membership of EFAMA and AFME, whilst UBS Group 
Chairperson Axel Weber is also chair of IIF.   
 

■ Other financial groups have had very little, transparent engagement with the taxonomy but retain 
strong relationships with finance trade associations, which heavily lobbied the policy. These 
include Standard Life Aberdeen, Santander, and Goldman Sachs.  Altogether, the research found 
there to be 15 companies that have only made ‘top-line’ supportive statements on the taxonomy, 
while retaining relationships with trade associations that have pushed against a strong taxonomy.  
 

■ While companies including BNP Paribas and Allianz (and, to a lesser extent, AXA, Aviva, BBVA and 
Group BPCE) have been both active and positive on the taxonomy, they also retain strong 
relationships to trade associations including IIF, EFAMA and AFME.   This is despite these trade 
associations taking positions seemingly at odds with those companies. This could suggest 
significant disagreement and discussion within the membership of these trade associations on the 
taxonomy.  

 
■ This trend has also resulted in a number of companies making public statements on the taxonomy 

that appear misaligned from the engagement of their trade associations. For example, in 2019 
HSBC’s CEO James Emmett publicly stated support for the taxonomy.  At the same time, HSBC 
Group Head of Strategy and Global Head of Sustainable Finance, Daniel Klier, is the chair of IIF’s 
Sustainable Finance Working Group – a group which wrote to EU policymakers in 2019 to push for 
a less stringent approach to the taxonomy.  
 

Key 

Shading Position/Relationship 

 Head of association 

 Executive position or board member in association 

 Standard member of association  

 Member of association through national association 

 No relationship between association and financial group 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c706436c6cdd562d7d2b7b9947ef4931
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BNP Paribas            

JPMorgan Chase            

Standard Life Aberdeen            

Allianz            

UBS            

HSBC            

Goldman Sachs            

Santander            

Société Générale            

Credit Agricole            

AXA            

BNY Mellon            

Intesa Sanpaolo            

Credit Suisse            

Deutsche Bank            

Groupe BPCE            

BBVA            

BlackRock            

Schroders            

Aviva plc            

 

 
2 AIMA discloses board membership and sponsors but not full membership list 
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